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IAIN CURRY GETS ANSWERS
A new report from the Victorian-

based Grattan Institute has 
called for a government ban 

on internal combustion engine (ICE) 
vehicle sales by 2035 so Australia can 
reach zero net emissions by 2050.

The report — Towards net zero: 
Practical policies to reduce transport 
emissions — outlines numerous 
approaches to reaching the zero 
emissions target.

I welcome electric vehicles (EVs), 
hydrogen vehicles and any measures 
that help lower pollution and create a 
cleaner world.

But I don’t agree with everything in 
the report.

One of the Grattan Institute’s 
recommendations is to introduce 
exemptions for stamp duty, import 
duty and the luxury car tax on 
electric vehicles. They argue price is a 
barrier to higher uptake.

On principal, VACC believes 
luxury car tax should be banned on 
any vehicle. 

While it’s true EVs are currently 
more expensive to buy than 
equivalent ICE vehicles, it is up to the 
marketplace to settle on pricing.

When manufacturers lower the 
price of their vehicles, people will 
buy them. It’s as simple as that.

Artificially lowering the price of 
EVs through artificial cuts to duties 
will force owners of ICE vehicles to 
bear the burden of this new frontier.

It’s true EV sales are still very low, 
but all signs indicate the uptake of 
electric vehicles is about to take off. 
That’s great.

But all of this might be moot 
anyway, with a growing list of 
manufacturers committing to cease 
manufacture of ICE by 2035.

As EVs become mass, the price will 
naturally fall as manufacturers reap 
the benefits of scale.

When this happens, Australian 
motorists will also enjoy the benefits 
of affordable motoring, along with 
the undeniable benefits that electric 
vehicles bring.

SOME WILL 
PAY, OTHERS 
WON’T
Geoff Gwilym VACC CEO

Vehicle 
taxes

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Prepared by Victorian Automotive 
Chamber of Commerce

We’re looking for a mid-sized SUV and would 
like your thoughts on the Haval H6 Ultra? They 
seem to great bang for buck and have a seven-
year warranty.
Monica Barker, email
My colleague Dom Tripolone tested one, although 
I’ve not. It looks superb on paper. Sharp looks, 
modern luxury interior, heaps of standard 
inclusions, strong safety and a torque-rich turbo 
petrol engine. For $36,990 drive-away, the range-
topping Ultra costs roughly the same as an entry-
level Toyota RAV4 GX. But… Dom said it cornered 
poorly, spun its wheels at any opportunity, steered 
lifelessly and had an unsettled ride. Some may not 
overly care how cars drive, but it says to me 
money’s been spent adding goodies rather than 
engineering the thing properly. Resale is also a 
concern. Would I buy one? No. But if you love all 
the gear, go test one. The warranty does offer 
peace of mind.

POOR DESIGN?
We fitted genuine accessory slimline 
weathershields to our Mazda CX-5’s windows, 
but they create a hissing noise when we travel 
over 40km/h. The Mazda dealer said this is 
common with weathershields. Is it?
Trevor Smith, email
Shouldn’t be. Weathershields may seem a bit blast 
from the past, but are good if you want to keep 
rain out when you park with windows open on a 
hot day. They reduce wind noise and help 
aerodynamics when you drive with windows 
down, but who does that these days as every car 
has air con? Other CX-5 owners also report 
excessive wind noise using them. One suggested 
there’s pressure build-up between the mirror and 
Mazda’s weathershield due to the design. I’d ask 

for my money back – they are spoiling your drive 
experience.

LOCKDOWN CHAOS
Yet another lockdown means I’m not using my 
car at all and I’m worried will my petrol go 
stale? Will this harm my engine when I do drive 
it again?
Andrew Holley, email
BP’s website says “fuel has a storage life of six 
months at 20C, or three months at 30C.” Auto 
stores sell fuel stabiliser which claim to prevent 
fuel from going stale for up to a year. At only about 
$20 a bottle, they look a decent investment if your 
car will be sitting for some time. If you can, give the 
car a run once a week or your battery, tyres, hoses, 
fluids and the like may suffer.

GOING BROKE?
Given the current demand for new cars, 
dealers aren’t really offering discounts. I’m 
looking at a new Toyota RAV4 Hybrid Cruiser 
or Subaru Forester Premium and wondered if 
you’d recommend using a car broker to save 
money?
Colin Forsyth, email
A car broker’s there to find you the best price on a 
car, just like a mortgage broker will try to secure a 
home loan with the lowest interest rate. If you 
know the exact car you want, and the broker can 
get one at a cheaper price than a main dealer’s 
quote, there’s no harm in asking. The broker’s fee 
should be paid by the seller, not you. A car broker 
will no doubt tell me they’re still worth using 
despite new car shortages. I asked a mortgage 
broker instead, who told me: “If you’re good at 
negotiating, there’s no need for a car broker. I don’t 
see why a dealer would pay a car broker right now. 
They’ve got no stock and have many buyers 
waiting to pay full price.”

WEIGHTY ISSUE
A car’s weight is an important consideration 
when buying, as is how the weight’s 

distributed. Why is this vital statistic not 
included in your ‘At a Glance’ summary on car 
reviews?
Peter Penglis, email
Space limitations. Ideally, we’d also include things 
like the car’s length and height, its fuel tank size, 0-
100km/h time, the nature of its rear suspension… 
all are important. Different readers want to know 
different things, from what colours are offered to 
gear ratios. If a car’s particularly heavy – or light – it 
will be mentioned in the main story.

MAKES ME SHUDDER
My 35,000km 2017 Audi Q2 recently 
developed a shudder between gear changes. 
It’s apparent only when the engine is warmed 
up. Should I be worried and what is the 
remedy? 
Pete Levitch, email
Your Q2 uses Audi’s 7-speed S tronic dual-cutch 
(DSG) transmission – brilliant when it’s working, 
not so great when it’s playing up. There’s little 
option but to take your Q2 to Audi, an 
independent specialist or transmission expert for a 
diagnostic test. There could be a clutch issue or 
the need for transmission oil change (despite its 
low kilometres), but others with your gearbox 
have suggested a DSG reset. The reset procedure 
can be found with a Google or YouTube search, or 
you could ask an expert to do it for you. There’s 
debate over what this reset does – ‘relearning’ 
your driving style or resetting clutch bite points are 
a couple of suggestions – but some owners have 
said it’s dramatically improved their DSG’s 
smoothness.

HAVAL LOOK AT THIS

I’m a 63-year-old single woman and want to 
do more road trips now I’m retired. Not off-
road, but dirt roads when required. My 
2006 Toyota Corolla has served me well, but 
I want more grunt and ground clearance. 
Not a big clunker 4WD, but a small or 
medium SUV. My mechanic says a Toyota 
RAV4 but I was thinking Subaru XV. Should I 
go new or demo, and how about hybrid?
Julie Wilson, email
Those are the exact two SUVs I’d have 
suggested. If you’re solo, the Subaru XV’s main 
negative of a small boot won’t concern you – 
just fold the rear seats for extra storage. The XV 
has 220mm ground clearance versus the 
RAV4’s 200mm, it’s all-wheel-drive, has 
excellent X-Mode when you’re on tricky 
surfaces and is a few thousand dollars cheaper. 
It’s my pick. That said, the RAV4’s the better on-
road drive, services are cheaper and it will better 
hold its value. I’d look for an ex-demo XV 2.0i-L 
for Subaru’s smart safety kit to save a few 
thousand dollars. Hybrid’s not worth the extra 
for your intended usage, while RAV4s are like 
hen’s teeth right now.
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